RS in the Chemical Industry

Everywhere to be found ...

The RS Principles

1.

RS stands for the safe control and
delivery of liquids and gases.

2.

Applying intelligent technology to
pipes and fittings is our mission.

3.

Innovation, personal service and 		
intelligent systematic thinking are
the pillars of our company.

4.

The quality standard for all RS
brand products is safety and
perfection.

5.

Regular and open information
is the way we do business.

Our tradition is performance
The RS mark stands for …
• A technical leader in hose fittings, loading
and safety technology
• Competence in planning, developing, designing
and manufacturing intelligent systems for industry
• A constant drive to maximise safety for staff,
plant and the environment in the process industry
We make your concerns our own.
And take personal responsibility for them.

Dr.-Ing. Jens Reppenhagen
Managing director

... more than 100 years of experience
We are …
• A medium size, owner-managed family company now
in its third generation
• Mindful of combining the best of tradition
and innovation
• Internationally oriented from our location
in Hamburg

Roman Seliger
Company founder

Herbert Seliger
2nd Generation

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Günther Seliger
3rd Generation

Business areas:
Hose and hose
fitting technology
Standard fittings
are the basis for safely transporting and controlling
many different kinds of fluids.  RS has the broadest
product range in this area and can solve nearly every
connection problem.
• Connectors
Hose fittings, couplings with threaded ferrules,
adapters, reducers, sockets, flange threaded nipples
and many more
• Quick couplings
Tanker couplings, lever arm couplings, Storz
and Cardan couplings
• Special fittings
Made from high grade material, including special
plastics, with specialised coatings and threads, these
fittings are used in the food, chemical and
pharmaceutical industries.

Safety couplings
Protect staff and the environment from dangerous
materials and sensitive media from contamination
• Dry-disconnect couplings
... used every day for safe coupling and separation of
hoses in tank farms and loading bays. Absolutely
leak-free. Coupling and opening, closing and
uncoupling take place as one operation – smart
couplings as used in Formula 1 pit stops
• Breakaway couplings
... maintain safety when working loads are exceeded.  
Hazardous forces influencing the hose, as during
shunting and manoeuvring, are taken up by the
coupling. When the safe load is exceeded the
connection is separated at a defined point, and both
ends close automatically
Technology bringing higher safety to staff, material
and the environment.

Loading systems
Safe fluid handling
Loading hazardous media places special demands on
staff and equipment.

The RS contribution to safety
• RS SGA hose loading arms combined with RS safety
couplings mean increased safety for staff, media and
the workplace.
Technology bringing higher safety to staff, material
and the environment.

Safety systems
Reducing risk
When chemicals are stored that are at risk of runaway
chemical reactions, the innovative RS stabilising system
can help.
With RESTAB:
• Chemical processes can be control
• Unwanted reactions can be stabilized.
Technology bringing higher safety to staff, material
and the environment.

Our Service to You
RS is a one-stop supplier
We provide an integrated solution by analysing your project needs, proposing the best way forward and developing and manufacturing customised items when needed.
We back this up with installation, maintenance and a full
service package that includes agreed stock holding and a
consultation service when the installation is in use.
Our Strength in Your System
• Consultancy and advice from project planning
through daily support. A technology hotline for
customers

• Constant dialogue with users, plant designer and
suppliers of integrated system components.
Knowledge-exchange at all levels
• Made-to-fit logistics from set-up through spares and
replacements
• Comprehensive all-round service: high availability of
parts, guaranteed just-in-time delivery of service
items

Development
Perfecting the Standards –
Constantly Innovating
Innovation “on demand“
Our specialists, engineers and technologists are constantly striving to optimise our products and your
processes, working to produce innovative, marketready solutions.
The last 20 years have shown one innovation after
another: a range of dry-disconnect couplings for
diverse applications, specialised series of breakaway
couplings, RESTAB safety systems and hose loading
arms.

Production
We manufacture our products
ourselves, in Germany
Just in time

Quality
Premium-Products
Perfection is our Standard
With quality we accept no compromise.
Rigorous production quality control to ISO 9001:2000;
certification by TÜV, German Lloyds and the Deutsches
Institut für Bautechnik (DIBt).
Our quality is your gain!

We make what you need, the way you need it.
Rapid, precise, CNC controlled.
Absolutely reproducible.
Our basis: highly qualified people and a state-of-theart machine shop.

Sales – Logistics – Service
We get things moving
You are important to us
We have about 15,000 available parts, and the number
is growing every day.
Our modern high-bay storage facility maximises efficiency and minimises the time needed to process your
orders.
The latest computer and transport technology ensures
rapid on-time delivery, just in time for your process.  
You save the need for storage.
For rapid production of customised components we
keep a large stock of semi-finished goods.

Our References

Sasol Germany GmbH
Werk Herne

Researching new frontiers
in speed and safety in loading:
Sasol Germany GmbH, Werk Herne.

Our References

Clariant
Frankfurt-Höchst

Industriepark Höchst:
the largest Clariant plant in the world.

Our References

Infracor Lager- und Speditions-GmbH,
Marl

An explosion-protected area
with dangerous chemicals where
the highest safety standards are applied.

Why we choose RS
Sasol Germany GmbH, Werk Herne:
Dipl.-Wirt.-Ing. Torsten Wupper,
Production engineer:
“The outstanding flow
characteristics of the new ABVL
100 have converted a loading
bottleneck into an optimised
process step. The reduced
throughput time increases our
loading frequency by a factor
of 3 and cuts waiting time.“

Dirk Buschmeier,
Sasol foreman:
“It is a good feeling to
uncouple the hose and to
be sure that nothing will
happen. Thanks to the simple
coupling mechanics of the TR
and the balancer solution, the
hose is easy to handle despite
its weight of 40 kg.“

Clariant, Frankfurt-Höchst:
Siegfried Cyron,  
Clariant-Superintendent:
“The hose loading arms have
proved their worth in every
sense. Hoses and fittings last
longer, and we have put an end
to heavy manual work.“

Dipl.-Ing. Michael Lang,
HPP1 Engineer:
“We are leaders in loading
technology, and the word
has spread. Numerous
colleagues have come to
view our installation and
are enthusiastic about the
technology we use.“

Infracor Lager- und Speditions-GmbH, Marl:
Michael Kluwe,
Chief of Fluid Filling, Infracor
Lager- und Speditions-GmbH:
“In the loading sector, the
new TKU perfectly implements
our high safety standard, and
that without compromises in
the process. Quite the opposite:
We have a high flow volume,
fewer process steps and a
higher handling rate.“
Berthold Tillmann,
Employee, Infracor Lagerund Speditions-GmbH:
“For us, everything has become
simpler. During practical use,
the TKU convinces with its
faster coupling and decoupling
without tools.
Practically no leaks mean clean
work for us. And above all, safe
work!“

Jörg Wittka,
Chief of Warehouse
Engineering, Infracor Lagerund Speditions-GmbH:
“The advantageous geometry
of the TKU improves the flow
and protects certain chemicals
from crystallizing.
The high mechanical quality
provides a safety buffer when
the pumps surge.“

SGA Hose loading arm
To move a liquid from A to B a hose is usually the best
way.  But how to move the hose itself?  One way is pull

Advantages

the end of the hose in the required direction, and hope

• Significantly longer hose life

that the wear resistance of the hose on the ground,

• Significantly lower maintenance and service
requirement

torsion forces on the hose and the effort needed to lift
the hose up the ramp can be managed while the hose
remains outside its minimum bending radius. Another
way is to use a hose loading arm.

• Significantly lower risk
• Optimal handling
• The hose’s safe bending radius cannot be
exceeded
• Higher environmental safety

Less Work, More Gain.
When loading chemicals from a stationary tank to a

At the same time, the time and physical effort needed

mobile tanker, several safety aspects become significant.   

are greatly reduced.

A hose loading arm like the SGA, especially in combination with safety couplings, maximises safety and ease
of handling. When RS dry-disconnect and emergency
release couplings are used the system reaches the highest
possible safety standard – to the benefit of material, staff
and the environment.

Facts and Figures
� Material:
Stainless Steel (A2 / A4), galvanised steel
� System description:
Mounting (e.g. baseplate, support pillar),
maintenance-free arm components,
maintenance-free linkage,
headpiece with docking and variable reach
capabilities
� System components:
ABV breakaway coupling,
TR dry-disconnect coupling,
Parkbox (optionally heated)
� Nominal length: von 2,5 to 6 m
� Nominal width: DN 25 to DN 100
� Types: Top and bottom support
Technical changes reserved

TR Dry disconnect couplings
As countless coffee stains on tablecloths have
shown, without specialised technology it is not so

Advantages

easy to transfer a liquid from one container to

• Increased safety for staff

another with guaranteed freedom from spillage.

• No product loss

While a coffee stain may be acceptable, spillage of

• No environmental damage

a hazardous chemical on an industrial scale is not.

• No consequential cost

The solution: TR dry-disconnect couplings.

• Optimised loading process
• Straightforward maintenance

More than Safety,
more than Functionality
Market safety requirements are high, and rightly so.  

nance characteristics. The conical sealing mechanism cre-

Our objective at RS is not just to meet, but to exceed

ates low wear on the O-ring. The improved flow

them. Absolute security for separated couplings and full

characteristics provide outstanding cleaning perfor-

functionality in the coupled state is essential. To this,

mance.  The high quality materials provide extremely

add a long working life, high efficiency, simple main-

long life, and the modular design makes it easily possible

tenance and ease of handling.

to create user-specific design variations.

TR couplings exhibit outstanding efficiency and mainte-

Facts and figures
� Nominal sizes:
DN 25, DN 32, DN 40, DN 50, DN 65, DN 80,
DN 100
� Material:
Stainless steel 1.4571/1.4401,
Handwheel on the TRM 40–100 polypropylene
Thread seals PTFE, O-rings FPM
(other material on request)
� Working pressure: PN 25
� Actuating pressure: max. 6 bar

Technical changes reserved

TK Dry disconnect couplings
High flow rate,
low pressure loss
From a professional hose coupling we expect full-flow
performance.  From a professional dry-disconnect
coupling we expect maximum protection against
product loss when the coupling separates. The new

Advantages
• High flow rate
• Improved plant safety
• Minimal product loss
• No environmental damage

TK series combines these characteristics without com-

• No consequential costs

promise.  A classic combination at a high level of

• Optimised transfer process

performance.

• Simple maintenance
• Eliminates hose torsion damage

What is more, the coupling integrates the advantages
of another product type, the swivel joint, which protects hoses from torsion damage.  Both halves of the
coupling are identical, so they can be combined and
used freely in any flow direction.

Facts and Figures
� Nominal sizes: DN 25, DN 32, DN 50, DN 80
� Material:
Stainess steel, ball valve seal and thread seals  
PTFE, shock absorber NBR, sealing rings and
O-rings FKM (other materials on request)
� Operating temperature: -25 °C to +110 °C
� Operating pressure: PN 25
� Actuation pressure: 7 bar
� Negative pressure: max. 0,6 bar (absolute)
� Connection type: Neutral (unisex)
� Swivel bearing: Optional integrated
�	Field of operation: All industrial areas
Technical changes reserved

ABVL Breakaway couplings
Lower transfer time and higher
energy efficiency for liquid
transfer during loading

Advantages
• Protects hoses and connectors

Roman Seliger presents its latest range of breakaway

• Protects staff and the workplace from product
spills

couplings with shear bolts: ABVL. Based on our proven

• Selectable breaking strain

valve principle, these couplings were developed with
efficiency in mind and are optimised to reduce pressure

• Release cable option for cases where the hose
may not bear any axial force

loss across the coupling to a practical minimum.

• Safe release at angles up to 90°

Following examples of flow efficiency found in nature,

• Significantly reduced pressure loss

such as the dolphin and squid, the design was optimised

• High flow rates

using computer-based flow dynamics (CFD).
As for other RS breakaway couplings, ABVL couplings
prevent accidents by protecting hoses, pipework and
fittings from excessive strain that can damage or even
rupture a hose. If the coupling exceeds the maximum
safe load it separates and automatically closes both sides
to prevent fluid escape. Separation can be triggered either by shear bolts with a breaking strain specific to the
installation, or with a release cable that is shorter than
the hose length.

Facts and Figures
• Nominal width:
DN 50 bis DN 200 (other materials on request)
• Material:
Stainless steel 1.4571 (other materials on request)
• Seals:
FPM, NBR, FEP, FFKM (other materials on request)
• Safe working pressure:
PN 16 (other materials on request)
• Separation angle:
90°, in any direction
• Connections
(different connectors can be combined):
BSP or NPT, inner or outer thread /
DIN-, ISO- or ASA- flanges and welded ends
Technical changes reserved

ASVL Breakaway couplings
Lower transfer time and higher
energy efficiency for liquid
transfer during loading
Roman Seliger presents its latest range of breakaway
couplings with cable release: ASVL. Based on our proven

Advantages
• Protects hose connections
• Protects staff and the workplace from product
spills

valve principle, these couplings were developed with

• Release cable protects the hose from any axial
strain

efficiency in mind and are optimised to reduce pressure

• Safe release at angles up to 90°

loss across the coupling to a practical minimum.

• Significantly reduced pressure loss

Following examples of efficient flow found in nature,

• High flow rates

such as the dolphin and squid, the design was optimised
using computer-based flow dynamics (CFD).
As for other RS breakaway couplings, ASVL couplings
prevent accidents by protecting hoses, pipework and
fittings from excessive load, even in a non-axial direction. A cable that is shorter than the hose connects the
coupling to a fixed point near the end of the hose. If
the cable is stretched to its maximum length it triggers
the coupling to open. Valves on both sides of the open
coupling automatically close to prevent product spillage,
protecting staff and the working area.

Facts and Figures
• Nominal width:
DN 50 to DN 200 (other materials on request)
• Material:
Stainless steel 1.4571 (other materials on request)
• Seals:
FPM, NBR, FEP, FFKM (other materials on request)
• Safe working pressure:
PN 25 (other materials on request)
• Separation angle:
90°, in any direction
• Connections
(different connectors can be combined):
BSP or NPT, inner or outer thread /
DIN-, ISO- or ASA- flanges and welded ends
Technical changes reserved

Other RS Products:
• Dry disconnect couplings
• Breakaway couplings
• Swivel joints
• Hose loading arms
• Adapters
• Quick couplings
• Hose connectors and fittings
• Pipe connectors and fittings

RS
Roman Seliger
Armaturenfabrik GmbH
An’n Slagboom 20
D-22848 Norderstedt
Telefon +49 40 523064-0
Telefax +49 40 523064-25
info@rs-seliger.de

www.rs-seliger.de
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• Steam cleaners

